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Establish your horizon
Your creative vision knows no limits. Where others end, you 
continue to the next horizon. Your production technology 
needsto keep up with you.

New Vegas™ Pro 8 software delivers the ultimate all-in-one video 
and audio production environment for creative visionaries like 
you. Its unique, progressive approach to video production, 
unrivaled audio control and powerful DVD authoring tools set 
it apart from other non-linear editors. Having established the 
benchmark for speed and ease of use, this new version moves 
the bar higher with additional features that offer increased 
power, functionality, and creative potential.

Now with ProType Titling Technology, multicamera editing, a 
comprehensive channel-based audio mixing console, Blu-ray 
Disc™ burning, and superior 32-bit fl oat engine processing – in 
addition to its robust support for HDV, XDCAM™, 5.1 surround 
encoding, and 3D compositing – Vegas Pro 8 offers an unlimited 
array of opportunities to reach your production goals.

It’s more than audio, more than video, more than media. 
It’s your vision, a notch above the rest. Reach that 
new horizon with the power of Vegas Pro 8.

Learn more at 
www.sonycreativesoftware.com/vegash
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Five companies worth watching:

Catch their latest work on the bonus disk in this issue.
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Fearless and talented studios continue to bloom like algae all over the 
planet, and from where I sit the majority of that growth is in smaller 
ponds outside the mega markets of New York, London and Los Angeles. 
Stash 47 features 20+ studios scattered throughout the international 
media suburbs including six I had never heard of until a few weeks ago.

Which brings to mind a question I get asked too often to count: How does 
a talented and ambitious studio from a regional market — e.g. Stuttgart, 
Taipei, or Caracas — grow their business by penetrating larger markets?

It’s a big subject and this is a small space, but here are two thoughts 
based on my own past experience, as an EP for a start-up Toronto 
VFX studio selling to clients in LA,  and the last four years at this desk 
watching tiny and/or obscure studios find success beyond their own 
hometown.

1. Use low budget local jobs to build a killer reel. How? By trading the 
low budgets for maximum creative freedom. Why? Clients everywhere 
love to discover new studios because they crave three things: fresh 
creative, genuine enthusiasm and lower prices. Supply these three things 
in enough quantity and agency/broadcaster-types in NY, LA, London or 
Amsterdam will not care if you are working from a rowboat anchored off 
the coast of Greenland.

2. Get your work noticed. There’s more work in the major markets   — the 
budgets are bigger and the boards often more interesting — but the 
competition is blindingly fierce. A couple strategies I have seen work: 
work in the city as a freelance artist first to build contacts and better 
understand the scene; get on a plane and go meet clients and local reps; 
and if possible, open a satellite studio.

There is a third option of course: get your work featured in Stash. But the 
fearless and talented among you already knew that.

Stephen Price 
Editor 
New York, August 2008 
sp@stashmedia.tv
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Agency:
GOODBY, SILVErSTEIN & 
PArTNErS

Director:
NOAM MUrrO

Production:
BISCUIT FILMWOrkS

Animation/VFX:
ANIMAL LOGIC
www.animallogic.com 

Jamie barrett, Cd, Goodby, 
Silverstein & partners: “the idea 
for ‘rabbit’ came out of the line 
‘Comcast makes fast faster.’ We 
started with a rabbit and it just 
exploded out from there. We just 
kept trying to up the ante. at one 
point we had a line about the 
whole rabbit/panther thingy all 
placed in an industrial blender and 
set to puree. but then thought that 
might not be the prettiest image 
to put in a television commercial. 
noam was all over every frame of 
this spot from day one, and bruce 
Carter from animal Logic was 
incredible, just relentless in getting 
it right.”

For Goodby, Silverstein & 
Partners
Cd: Jamie barrett 
Copy: Mike McKay 
Group Cds: Chris Ford,  
Mike McKay 
aCd/ad: nick Spahr 
ep: tanya LeSieur 
assistant producer: peg oberste

For Biscuit Filmworks
director: noam Murro
Sr. ep: Shawn Lacy
ep: Colleen o’donnell
producer: Jay Veal
dop: Jo Willems

For Bikini Edit
editor: avi orin
assistant editor: paul san Filippo
ep: Gina pagano

For Animal Logic
Cd: bruce Carter
producer: nerissa Kavanagh
ads: ben Walsh, Michael halford
Lead compositor:  
nicholas ponzoni
CG leads: andrew Jackson, 
andreas Wanda

For Brickyard VFX
2d: patrick poulatian
producer: diana Young

For Company 3
Colorist: dave hussey

For Trinitite Studios
Sound designer: brian emrich

Graphics: Superfad

Toolkit
Maya, Flame, photoshop

COMCAST “rABBIT”
TVC :60
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For Droga5
Creative chair: david droga
edC: ted royer, duncan Marshall
Copy: Kevin brady
ad: alex Lea
ep: Sally ann dale
producer: dana May
Digital seeding: Craig Batzofin
ddS/digital producer: davis ross

For Smuggler
director: david Frankham
dop: hubert taczanowski 
eps: patrick Milling-Smith,  
brian Carmody
hop: allison Kunzman
producer: Jeff rohrer

For The Mill
Flame: phil Crowe, Corey brown, 
dan Williams, paul Kirsch
Flame assist: Sharon Marcussen
CG: Jamie o’hara 
deputy eps: helen hughes, 
Gabrielle Gourrier, alistair 
thompson
prod coordinator: arielle davis

NET10 “MICrOWAVE VS.  
CELL PHONE”
Viral

Client:
TrACFONE

Agency:
DrOGA5

Director:
DAVID FrANkHAM

Production:
SMUGGLEr

Animation/VFX:
THE MILL
www.the-mill.com

it’s no secret that most cell phone 
users actively dislike (some would 
say despise) their carriers, a fact 
net10 (the largest prepaid cell 
phone provider in the US) and 
their agency droga5 have used 
to brilliant effect in a series of “no 
bills, no Contracts, no evil” spots 
(see net10 “Sharak” on Stash 41). 
at press time, this most recent viral 
has racked up over four million 
views on Youtube and Myspace 
and generated 14,000 posted 
comments recounting tales of woe 
and angst about viewers’ mobile 
phone contracts. the seamless 
CG and Flame work on the 
monster were cooked up at the 
Mill new York with original puppet 
design by Stan Winston.
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For Stan Winston 
puppet design: Stan Winston
ep: alan Scott 

For Lost Planet
editor: Geoff hounsell

For Amber 
Sound design: bill Chesley

Toolkit 
Flame, Maya



HP “MAESTrO”
TVC :60

Client:
HP TOUCHSMArT

Agency:
GOODBY, SILVErSTEIN & 
PArTNErS

Directors:
TODD MUELLEr,  
kYLIE MATULICk

Animation/VFX:
PSYOP, INC.
www.psyop.tv

psyop directors todd Mueller and 
Kylie Matulick: “our brief was to 
bring a conductor’s passion to 
life as he musically gestures the 
functions of the hp touchSmart. 
We were initially inspired by 
the music of Vivaldi. the Four 
Seasons is such a dramatic 
piece and that provided a great 
creative foundation. We wanted 
it to feel like a personal, intimate 
but dramatic staged event. this 
conductor was conjuring magic 
so the effects needed to be as 
tangible as possible, very stage 
set, but also magical. We were 
drawn to things like paper and 
ceramic sculpture, translucent 
lanterns, stage lighting, and 
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anything playing with scale and 
space.

“the schedule, as seems to be the 
trend, was the most challenging 
part. that being said, often times 
these limitations can provide 
solutions you might not have first 
considered. as a result, nothing 
was belabored and the creative 
process felt very spontaneous in a 
good way.

“We shot on 35mm. the footage 
was tracked in boujou. the 
animation was done in XSi and 
a bit of Maya. the spot was then 
composited in Flame.”

For Goodby, Silverstein & 
Partners  
ep: Cindy Fluitt
producer: todd porter

asst. producer: brandon romer/
tonyJoo 
Co-chairman/Cd: rich Silverstein 
Cds: rick Condos hunter 
hindeman
ad: andre Massis 
Copy: Jordan Kramer

For Psyop
directors: todd Mueller,  
Kylie Matulick
eps: angela bowen,  
neysa horsburgh 
producer: Sara Mills,  
blythe dalton, Luisa Murray
associate producer:  
tarun Charaipotra
Flame: Jamie Scott, aska otake
additional Flame: tim Farrell,  
peter amante, Joe Wenkoff
tds: Jeffrey dates, dave barosin, 
ted Kotsadtis, todd akita 
animation: Jason Vega, 

Gerald ding, Jeff Lopez, Kittly Lin, 
andy hara
r&d: andreas Gebhardt
Lighting: andy hara
tracking: Joerg Liebold, Jeen Lee, 
Chris hill, Steven hill
roto: Leslie Chung, david Marte, 
alejandro Monzon
design: Zoe Wishart, Lutz Vogel, 
Jon Saunders, Chris Saunders 
Jake Sargent, ron Kurwin
Storyboards: Josh Wiesenfeld
editors: Cass Vanini, brett 
Goldberg, brett nicholetti
dp: Crille Forsbaerg 
Line producer: Michael Schlenker 

For 740 Sound Design
Final music: Sejong Soloists 
Sound designer: eddie Kim

Toolkit
boujou, XSi, Maya, Flame



Client:
kOjIMA PrODUCTIONS / 
kONAMI

Director:
ALEXEI TYLEVICH

Production: 
LOGAN

Animation/VFX:
LOGAN
Mørk&LYS
www.logan.tv 
www.morkandlys.com

The final chapter in the massively 
popular and critically-acclaimed 
pioneer of the stealth game 
genre Metal Gear Solid released 
worldwide in late June 2008 selling 
1.3 million copies in its first day.

this game opening, written, 
produced and directed by Logan 
in close association with hideo 
Kojima, the creator of the series, 
veers clear of genre norms 
choosing to set the tone of the 
game with a satellite broadcast 
of futuristic tV shows and 
commercials describing the world 
of Metal Gear Solid set in 2014, 
without the use of cinematics or 
characters from the game.

the commercials advertise pMC’s 
(private military corporations) 
which fight proxy wars for business 
purposes. The fictional TV shows 
are filled with references to the 
Metal Gear series and feature 
actors who provided voices for the 
game’s key characters. 

Schedule: one month production, 
five-day shoot, three months of 
post

For kojima Productions / 
konami
Concept: hideo Kojima

For Logan / Mørk&Lys
ep: Kevin Shapiro
Cd/concept/director:  
alexei tylevich
Writer: Katya tylevich
produced by Frederic Liebert
assistant producer: tina Chiang
dop: roman Jakobi
editor: Volkert besseling 

Music: Michael Kadelbach &  
redCola
ads/design: alexei tylevich,  
Kevin Stein, James Wang 
Lead modeling/animation:  
emil petrov, trentity deWitt, 
Johnny Lum
Lead modeling/animation/
compositing: Sei Sato,  
Shige Mizoi, Josh Cortopassi
Lead design/animation/
compositing: Kevin Stein,  
Sean Starweather
animation/compositing:  
Joseph Chan, brinton Jaeks,  
evan parsons, James Wang
Modeling/animation/rendering: 
Mike Fisher, eli Guerron, norris 
houk, adam newman, terry Wang
Character animation: erik Lee, 
John Musumeci 
particle animation:  
Matthew rotman, Chis Soyer
Modeling/roto: rumiko Yokoyama, 
Kaori takahashi 

additional animation/VFX:  
ryan alexander, theo 
alexopoulos, Julien brami, 
Matthew encina, Kevin Ferrara, 
Karl Fornander, ryan Gibson, 
Josh herrig, bill higgins, erica 
hornung, George Katz, daniel 
Koenig, Stephan Kosinski, randy 
Little, Zach Lo, Mathew Maners, 
ryo Mikai, andrew parris, Kaz 
Sato, Yuta Shimizu, adam Smith, 
benoit Vincent, Vincent Wauters, 
Shannon Wiggins
Flame: Jan Ciellers, Carsten dietz, 
brandon Sanders

Toolkit
Maya, Flame, C4d, after effects, 
Final Cut

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DVD

METAL GEAr SOLID 4  
“GUNS OF THE PATrIOTS”
Game cinematic
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LEXUS “LFA”
Corporate film

Agency:
DErI DESIGN 

Directors:
jANOS DErI,  
MArTIN SCHWEMBEr

Animation/VFX/design:
BArBECUE MEDIENDESIGN 
www.barbecue-design.de

Mesmerizing and seductive 
automotive eye-candy with design 
and execution from Frankfurt’s 
barbecue for display at the 
Lexus booth during the Geneva 
autosalon 2008. 

rüdiger Chmielus, barbecue 
creative director: “in this clip  
the concept car LFa  
symbolizes an ‘irresistible  
force’ like a black hole.  
the LFa controls the magnetic 
field and the light in a surreal 
world. We made a lot of studies 
from pictures of the magnetic 
turbulences from the sun and 
from galactic phenomena. at the 
end we used trapcode Form for a 
unique light form that interacts with 
the car.” Schedule: four weeks
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For Deri Design
directors: Janos deri,  
Martin Schwember

For Barbecue Mediendesign 
artists: rüdiger Chmielus, anna 
pietocha, Marc bommersheim
Music Composer:  
Michael Kadelbach

Toolkit
after effects, photoshop, trapcode 
particular, Shine



DrENCH “BrAINS DANCE” 
TVC, cinema :90

Agency:
CHI

Director:
rINGAN LEDWIDGE

Production:
rATTLING STICk

Post:
THE MILL
www.the-mill.com

brains, the bespectacled physicist 
of Gerry anderson’s 1960s campy 
puppet tV show thunderbirds 
makes an unexpected return 
to demonstrate the hydrating 
properties of drench water. 
While one third of the shots were 
filmed in-camera with puppeteers 
handling the choreographed 
steps, the rest were left to the 
team at the Mill London lead by 
3d super James Sindle and Flame 
artist barnsley. the marionette 
version of brains was scanned to 
provide the starting point for a 3d 
model while motion began with 
the choreography of a live action 
dancer recorded on a motion 
capture stage. Sindle admits the 
biggest burden rested on the 
animators: “the movements of a 
puppet and a human differ hugely, 
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we needed to achieve the look 
and weight of a puppet while still 
keeping the humorous speed 
and snap of the choreographed 
dancer. the 3d brains was 
scrutinized against the live-action 
references, and together barnes 
and i pushed ourselves to match 
these as closely as possible. i 
believe this added the extra 15 
percent, which helps the viewer 
believe that brains is really there.” 

For CHI
Creatives: ewan paterson
producer: ben Clark
pa: Chloe London

For rattling Stick
director: ringan Ledwidge
producer: Sally humphries

For Work
editor: richard orrick

For The Mill
producer: Gemma Smith
3d producer: Laura brooks
3d lead super: James Sindle

animation: Jesus parra,  
Josh Fourt-Wells
Motion builder: ben Murray
telecine: Mick Vincent,  
adam Scott
Lead Flame: barnsley,  
richard betts
Flame assist: Jonathan box,  
adam Lambert
VFX shoot supers: hitesh patel, 
rich roberts

Toolkit
Maya, Motion builder, Flame, 
baselight, Motion Capture,  
audio Motion



FrEEDENT TABS WHITE  
“LE WOFTY”
TVC :30

Client:
WrIGLEY’S 

Agency:
CLM BBDO PArIS

Director:
PIErrE COFFIN

Production:
PASSION PArIS

Animation/VFX:
MAC GUFF
www.macguff.fr

For his fifth appearance in Stash, 
Passion Paris director Pierre Coffin 
captures the mysterious wofty, a 
gentle ultra-white creature meant 
to echo the nature of Wrigley’s 
new Freedent tabs. the 3d 
family of wofties, matte-painted 
backgrounds (channeling the 
landscape of torres del paine 
national park in patagonia) and 
digital shake of the documentary-
style camera work took the Mac 
Guff paris team two months to 
complete. 

For CLM BBDO
tV producer: Guillaume delmas
Cds: Jean-François Sacco,  
Gilles Fichteberg
Creative: david bertram
Copy: Leo berne
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For Passion Paris
Director: Pierre Coffin
designer: Fabien ouvrard
producer: Marc bodin-Joyeux
post-producers: Marlène thomas, 
Fabrice Lombard

For Mac Guff
VFX super: philippe Sonrier
VFX ep: Jacques bled
VFX producer: emmanuelle pianko
Flame: Sebastien Gombeaud-
Saintonge
Creative team: benjamin Fournet, 
david arnould, Laurent de la 
Chapelle, nicolas Crochet, 

Stephanie Machuret, benoit 
philippon, hervé pigeon, Lise 
Fischer, Salem, thomas delcloy, 
damien Gautron, Julien badoil, 
Mathieu Gros, Sherelim draia
editor: Yoann Copinet



FOX SPOrTS ALL-STAr GAME 
“rAFTErS”
TVC :30

Client:
FOX SPOrTS

Directors:
rOBErT GOTTLIEB, 
GUILLErMO LECUONA

Production: 
FOX SPOrTS DESIGN

Animation/VFX:
FOX SPOrTS DESIGN
BUF 
www.foxsportsdesign.com 
www.buf.com

Yankee Stadium will host its last 
MLb all-Star game in 2008. to 
promote their broadcast of the 
landmark event, the in-house 
design team at Fox Sports re-
teams with the VFX heavyweights 
at buf in paris to wrap nYC in the 
iconic white walls of the legendary 
venue. Fox Sports SVp/Cd robert 
Gottlieb and designer Guillermo 
Lecuona co-directed the two-
day live action shoot on location 
throughout the city. though 
the complex project involved a 
complex mix 35mm film, RED 
camera footage, stock footage 
and stills, the biggest challenge 
according to Gottlieb was shooting 
the cameos of derek Jeter and 
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alex rodriquez. “We had them on 
set for about nine minutes, and we 
shot in front of the stadium just a 
few hours before a game against 
the red Sox, so it was a really 
crazy scene to pull off.” 

For Fox Sports
eVp marketing: eric Markgraf
SVp/Cd: robert Gottlieb
design/creative: Guillermo 
Lecuona
ep: bill battin
Coordinating producer:  
becky Schaefer
editor: Kirk Smith
Flame compositing/design:  
Kevin prendiville
Sound design: Mic brooling
directors: robert Gottlieb, 
Guillermo Lecuona
dp: Mott hopfel
producer: Lissa Weiss

FOr BUF

Supervisor: Lucas Salton
VFX supervisor/flame:  
thibault debaveye
producer: audrey-anne bazard



FUSE “MUSIC IS”
Broadcast design x 6

Agency:
THE BrOOkLYN BrOTHErS

Directors:
CISMA, PISTACHIOS, FrIENDS 
WITH YOU, DAVID LOBSEr, 
HOLBrOOkS, NANOSPOrE

Production:
BLACkLIST
www.blacklist.tv

new York rep house and psyop 
sibling blacklist spreads six 
broadcast ids for music cabler 
Fuse across their stable of talent. 

For Brooklyn Brothers
ads: Stephen rutterford, Clarissa 
patrianova Valaeys
Writers: Guy barnett,  
Mike pierantozzi
producer: Shana bellot

For Blacklist
ep: adina Sales
producers: rich rama,  
Karen Lawler

FUSE “THErAPY” 
Direction/animation: Cisma

Cisma: “the shooting was tricky, 
we shot in a set with 15,000 liters 
of real water in Sao paulo, brazil; 
we had a nice team of special 
effects and not a single drop 
escaped from the tank. in post 
production the challenge was to 
make a full CG scene that cut to 
a full live action scene seamless. 
The first interior shot is full CG. 
We shot for the first time with the 
red camera in 4K and all the 
color treatments were made in 
Flame. So no colorist. that was a 
challenge too.”

Toolkit
Maya, after effects, Flame, boujou, 
pFtrack

FUSE “BALLOON”
Direction/animation: Pistachios

Måns Swanberg of pistachios: 
“The big challenge was to fit a very 
detailed story in 30 seconds. in 
the end it got too crammed and 
the agency decided to simplify it, 
yet still keep the original sentiment. 
So now he’s just flying a balloon. 
it’s still nice, but it used to be more 
interesting. We used very high res 
illustrations, and somewhere along 
the project the memory handling 
went out the window for after 
effects. even though i have 10 
gigs. So rendering was incredibly 
slow even though the comps 
weren’t very complicated. (Yes, i 
should have down-ressed)”

Toolkit
photoshop, after effects

FUSE “SOULMATES”
Direction/animation:  
Friends With You

Stash: What were the main 
creative challenges of the project? 
FWY: “none really except for the 
usual back and forth to make sure 
everyone is happy, i.e. the agency 
and the client.”
Stash: technical challenges? 
FWY: “none. pretty much like pie 
this one.”

Toolkit
hd CaM, Final Cut, after effects
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FUSE “ADrENALINE”
Director: David Lobser 
Animation: Little Sister

david Lobser: “the agency was 
looking to have rows of green men 
arranged in the layout of a graphic 
eQ, appearing and disappearing 
to the music. the changes from 
the original involved an organic 
process of small changes – rather 
than appearing and disappearing 
to the music the characters 
would dance, jiggle and fight 
to the soundtrack. the rigging 
was especially challenging as it 
involved five layers of referencing 
and had over 200 variations of 
girls, moves, and number of girls 
on each platform. also, just for fun 
we decided to render everything at 
full 16 bit 1080p.” Schedule: three 
weeks from shoot to delivery.

Toolkit
Flash, after effects, Cinema 4d, 
Final Cut pro, Maya

FUSE “jOY”
Direction/animation: Holbrooks

holbrooks: “Creating the sea of 
hands was tough, but creating the 
waves of hands in scene six was 
the biggest challenge. We did not 
want the wave to be comprised of 
loops or duplicate hands as this 
would create obvious patterns, so 
eventually we animated the wave in 
strips that passed over and behind 
the next strip of hands, giving 
the illusion the wave is traveling 
towards the camera. each 
strip had around 100 different 
hands and they were all colored 
randomly. So we had a wave of 
about 1,900 hands (despite only 
using 14 different images of hands) 
all colored individually with eight 
different shades of blue and green. 
it was a very big timeline.”

Toolkit
after effects, photoshop

FUSE “TIME TrAVEL”
Direction/animation: Nanospore

nanospore: “the main creative 
challenges were creating visuals 
of time travel specific to a genre 
of music. a lot of time was spent 
researching the fashion and art 
trends of the time; we wanted 
something familiar but not cliché. 
technically, creating cel animation 
that felt fluid within the project’s 
timeframe was not easy. We had to 
explore some plug-ins to maximize 
the animation quality which solved 
most issues while others required 
solutions with no real shortcuts.”

Toolkit
C4d, illustrator, Flash, photoshop, 
after effects



CHANNEL 4 “WATCH ON LINE”
TVC :30

Agency:
4CrEATIVE

Director:
TOM TAGHOLM

Production:
4CrEATIVE

Animation/VFX:
ABSOLUTE
www.absolutepost.com
 
a clever little self-referential 
ad with great script, direction, 
performances and a nicely 
executed VFX sequence. So what? 
Well, the so what here is London 
post house absolute had only 
six days between wrapping the 
shoot and the scheduled air-time. 
the leaping double-decker was 
created in Maya with dust and 
other embedding elements shot 
live and composited in Flame.

For 4Creative
Creatives: brett Foraker
director: tom tagholm
producer: Gwilym Gwillim
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For Absolute
3d: richard nelson, Matt burn, 
Minh nguyen-ba, Jamie White, 
Maru ocantos, toby Walton, 
Stephen “huggy” henry
Flame: pheng, peter Smith
Combustion: daniel Leatherdale
audio: Grand Central

Toolkit
Flame, Maya, Combustion



SPOrT+
Broadcast design

Client:
SPOrT+

Director:
SEBASTIEN CANNONE

Animation/VFX:
VIEW
www.view.fr 

French cabler Sport+ gets a 
striking new on-air branding make 
over from paris-based design and 
animation shop View. according to 
View project manager alexandra 
Kumlin, the main technical hurdles 
came with trying to master the 
powerful but challenging phantom 
hd camera shooting 1,000 frames 
per second. along with the usual 
headaches of managing the sea 
of data created when filming 
anything at high-speed, View also 
did battle with a particle simulator 
with Fluid effects and nCloth. 
total production schedule: three 
months. 
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For Sport+
ad: bruno poulain

For View
Cd: Christophe Valdejo 
director: Sebastien Cannone
ad: Sebastien Cannone
pM: Lucie Meunier
project manager:  
alexandra Kumlin

Toolkit
Maya, after effects, Combustion, 
Fluid effects, nCloth



“CUATrOBOTS”
TVCs x 4 :13

Client:
CUATrO

Agency:
kOTOC CrEATIVE

Director:
rOGEr CórDOBA 
SCHWANEBErG

Animation/VFX:
kOTOC CrEATIVE
www.kotoc-produccions.com 

Working with a brief that included 
references to extreme sports, 
robots, superheroes and Spanish 
soccer stars iker Casillas and 
Fernando torres, barcelona-based 
Kotoc Creative built these spots 
by hand-rotoscoping 3d models 
in over the live action footage of 
the players. producer Vanessa 
diéguez: “First of all we took the 
body measurements to create 
virtual human replicas of iker and 
torres. then we rigged them to 
allow us to rotoscope by hand 
the poses of the real human. We 
built a free translation joints rig 
to achieve this. And finally we 
modeled and rigged the armor to 
match these free joints and to hide 
the filmed footage.”
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For Cuatro
Cd: iñaki Martikorena
Sound FX: ivan Miguélez,  
José del pozo
ep: Álvaro aranegui

For kotoc Creative
Cd/director: roger Córdoba 
Schwaneberg
CGi photography: Sergio pinto 
Film photography: Miguel Leal
design: ruben Córdoba 
Schwaneberg 
animation director: Freddy 
Córdoba Schwaneberg 

animation: hugo Garcia, iban José 
Modeling: Freddy Córdoba 
Schwaneberg, iban José,  
Sergio pinto  
Light/render/compositing:  
Sergio pinto 
editor: roger Córdoba 
Schwaneberg



“NICk STATION IDS”
Broadcast design

Client:
NICk GErMANY
MTV NETWOrkS GErMANY

Agency:
NICk ON AIr 
DYrDEE MEDIA

Animation/VFX:
DYrDEE MEDIA 
www.dyrdee.com 

berlin-based animation and 
motion graphics studio dyrdee 
Media have fun turning the nick 
corporate colors into a series 
of playful Station ids for the 
German airwaves. Sven henrichs, 
managing director at dyrdee: “all 
the character animation was done 
in after effects with 3d Layers and 
the CS3 puppet tool. after effects 
is not really the best tool to build 
complex characters, so it became 
a real challenge to handle all the 
layers and the distortions of the 
character parts.”

For Nick Germany
Cd: bettina Vogel 
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For dyrdee Media
Cds: Ljubisa djukic and ole Keune
Computer animators:  
Ljubisa djukic, Lutas.it 
Character: Ljubisa djukic 
Sound: Schieffer und Schieffer 
Voice over: Josephine Schmidt

Toolkit
after effects
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FUEL TV “SkATE @ 8”
Broadcast design

Agency:
FUEL TV

Director:
rOYALE

Animation:
rOYALE
www.weareroyale.com

according to Jayson Whitmore, 
co-founder/Cd for royale in Los 
angeles, rather then shooting 
the live action talent first and 
then creating the 3d animated 
backgrounds around the footage, 
royale choose to reverse the 
process on this show open for a 
new programming block on Fuel 
tV. “We modeled and animated 
the environment, creating camera 
moves around a free floating CG 
skateboard without the live action 
skateboarder. We had to do some 
extensive pre-visualization in order 
to shoot the talent in the right 
perspective, which enabled us to 
composite them seamlessly into 
the 3d environment.”
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For Fuel TV
SVp/asst GM: CJ olivares
Vp marketing/promotion:  
Jake Munsey  
Cd: todd dever
director of oap: Michael Cooley

For royale
Cds: Jayson Whitmore,  
brien holman
ep: Jen Lucero 
producer: anne hong
designer: Kyle Smith,  
Sarah ancalmo
Lead animator: patrick Scruggs
animator: Kevin tonkin,  
Greg reynard

Cel animator: Jason brubaker, 
anthony Madlangbayan

Music: echo park Music & Sound, 
Los angeles

Toolkit
after effects, Cinema 4d, 3ds 
Max, Final Cut pro, photoshop, 
illustrator



“THE FABULOUS FArTING 
VALLEY OF FAT-FArTS” 
Short film

Client:
MTV

Director:
TOMAS GArCIA

Animation/VFX:
PEPPErMELON 
www.peppermelon.tv

Fernando Sarmiento and 
tomas Garcia, eps at buenos 
aires motion graphics studio 
pepperMelon give us some 
valuable insight into the narrative 
of their short film airing across 
MtV Latin america: “in a far away 
land, at that time of the year when 
the sun reaches its most austral 
position, an antique sacrifice is 
practiced. it involves a princess 
presented to the pimp on duty. 
by the use of his irresistible tenor 
voice, this pimp provokes the 
mass sacrifice of many fat-farting 
men. as a result, the fury of the 
mountains and their infinite echoes 
remain still, in awe.” thanks guys, 
much clearer now. Schedule: six 
weeks.

For MTV
producers: Sean Saylor,  
Juan Frontini 
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For PepperMelon
director: tomas Garcia 
eps: Fernando Sarmiento,  
tomas Garcia 
Models/textures: Martin dasnoy 
Character rigging: ignacio Godoy, 
Martin dasnoy
additional texturing: ignacio Godoy
ad: Juan Molinet, Martin dasnoy 

animator: diego Collell,  
Martin dasnoy
Character designers: Juan Molinet, 
tomas Garcia
Compositing: Fernando Sarmiento
Matte painting/enviroments: 
Guillermo Kelly
Fire/smoke effects: ignacio Godoy

For Adelphoi Music
producer: Greg Moore 
Sound design: Justin bryant 
Composer: Jamie Masters

Toolkit
3ds Max
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“MICrOPOEMS”
Broadcast design

Client:
LASEXTA

Director:
COCOE

Animation/VFX:
COCOE
www.cocoe.com 

Madrid design and motion 
graphics studio Cocoe turns 
the brief and surreal poetry of 
Spanish musician and writer ajo 
into a delightfully strange series 
of station ids for Spain’s laSexta 
network by channeling the stylized 
animation style of mid-century 
modern studios like ipa. Schedule: 
six weeks 

For Cocoe
Character design/backgrounds: 
Jean duprez
animation: rubén García díaz
Music: Mastretta
Writer: ajo

Toolkit
photoshop, after effects, Flash,  
Final Cut

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DVD



DEUBAL “LE CACTUS”,  
“ÇA SE SOIGNE?”
Film titles x 2

Design/animation:
DEUBAL
www.deubal.com

Two feature film title sequences 
from deubal – the French creative 
agency combining the talents 
of Stéphanie Lelong and olivier 
Marquézy – specializing in 
illustration-based motion graphic 
design, print and animation. 
From 1996 until 2002, Marquézy 
collaborated with the creative 
duo Kuntzel+deygas contributing 
the typography and layout for 
the retro-fueled main title for 
Spielberg’s “Catch Me if You Can”. 
the duo also bring their eclectic 
and whimsical style to short films, 
music videos, children’s books, 
poster designs, theater sets and 
t-shirts. deubal is represented for 
commercial work by paris-based 
Wizz (www.wizz.fr).

“Le Cactus”
production: telema
Film director: Gérard bitton, Michel 
Munz

“Ça Se Soigne?”
production: Manuel Munz 
Film director: Laurent Chouchan
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For Deubal 
animation/design: Stéphanie 
Lelong, olivier Marquézy, 
additional animation:  
Mathieu decarli, Umaru embalo



MANCHESTEr OrCHESTrA  
“I CAN BArELY BrEATHE” 
Music video

record label:
FAVOrITE GENTLEMEN/
CANVASBACk

Commissioning company:
SONY BMG

Directors:
CLAY LIPSkY,  
jASON BOGNACkI

Animation:
DESTrOY rOCk MUSIC INC.
www.destroyrockmusic.com 

With no brief or script from the 
client and only a few references 
from the band about the origin 
of the song, the team at destroy 
rock Music in hollywood were free 
to run wild. director Clay Lipsky 
admits, “Multiple ideas came 
together to form the final direction. 
Ultimately we pitched a modern, 
dark spin on the Wizard of oZ that 
followed one girl’s journey back 
home to rediscover her roots.” 
With three days of live action 
lensing in raW format on the red 
camera (two in the desert, one in 
a poppy field in full bloom), plus 
greenscreen for macro elements 
combined with a massive library 
of textures, animations and hd 
stock, data management quickly 
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became a major bottleneck. all of 
it was hammered into place over 
the course of two weeks in editing 
and post-production. 

For Sony BMG
Vp/video and content production: 
bryan Younce

For Destroy rock Music Inc
directors: Clay Lipsky, Jason 
bognacki
animation: Jason bognacki,  
Clay Lipsky, everett Campbell

Toolkit 
Final Cut, photoshop, after effects, 
illustrator, Cinema 4d, Maya

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DVD



2008 AICP SHOW OPEN
Event motion design

Client:
ASSOCIATION OF 
INDEPENDENT COMMErCIAL 
PrODUCErS

Director:
THOrNBErG & FOrESTEr 

Animation: 
THOrNBErG & FOrESTEr
www.thornbergandforester.com

The Museum of Modern Art’s flow 
of interior spaces and elegant 
integration of typography into 
the exhibition halls served as the 
starting point for thornberg & 
Forester partners/Cds Scott Matz 
and Justin Meredith in creating 
a show open for the 2008 aiCp 
Show. “it occurred to us that 
no one had ever focused on the 
actual museum space before,” 
says Matz. “We were inspired by 
the physical space and designed 
the sequence within it.” the 
sequence expands on the austere 
nature of the venue but also 
echoes the fact aiCp honorees 
are entered into the permanent 
archives of MoMa’s department 
of Film. t&F also created program 
interstitials, credits, synched 
animations for the lobby screens, 
and print materials.
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For AICP
Ceo/president: Matt Miller
2008 aiCp show chairman:  
robert Fernandez

For Thornberg & Forester
Cds: Scott Matz, Justin Meredith
ep: elizabeth Kiehner
producer: Kimberly abels
3d lead/td: Linas Jodwalis

For Sacred Noise
Music/sound design:  
Michael Montes

Toolkit
Maya, after effects, illustrator, 
Qube



LASSA “THANkS”
TVC :30

Agency:
rAFINErI ISTANBUL

Director:
ABDELkArEEM ABONAMOUS

Production:
FIrST UNIT 

Animation:
BLACkMOUNTAIN VFX
www.blackmountain.de

abdelkareem abonamous, 
associate and VFX director at 
blackMountain VFX in Stuttgart, 
Germany: “the agency had a short 
script describing the main action 
elements of the spot and wanted 
to show the pride of the tire’s 
creators in their product. they 
were very open to interpretations 
– it wasn’t clear if the spot would 
end up as live action or CG. i 
convinced them with some early 
tests to make it a full CG film, and 
together with production designer 
adam Wesierski designed the 
setting, robots and flow and 
structure of the film.

“i wanted the spot to have a strong 
feminine aspect, from the designs 
through the animation to the final 
look, keeping it from being all too 
rigid and hard. this proved to be 
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challenging since the setting and 
the protagonists were made of 
hard plastic and metal surfaces. 
We went through multiple 
iterations of designs, sometimes 
changing everything just because 
one particular shot didn’t work.

“First of all, we wanted a stylized 
but highly photo realistic look. 
this took a lot of work to get 
correct and still make it renderable 
in a feasible time (total project 
length eight weeks, three weeks 
rendering at most). Second thing, 
we are one of the first to use 
houdini’s Mantra rendering engine 
on such a project, especially some 
new modes that are still very much 
in development, which made for 
some serious r&d.”

For Rafineri Istanbul
Cds: Murat Cetinturk,  
ilker Zaharya

For First Unit
producer: Ümit balkanli
director: abdelkareem 
abonamous
production designer:  
adam Wesierski
Music: ozgur buldum

For Black Mountain VFX
editor: abdelkareem abonamous
CG: andreas illenseer, tobias ott, 
daniel Stern, bastian traunfellner, 
Mariusz Wesierski, dirk Mauche, 
raul teleki

Toolkit
Maya, houdini, digital Fusion

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DVD



NIkE “THE MAGNIFICENT 5”
TVC :60

Client: 
NIkE

Agency:
VILLArrOSàS

Director:
ErIk MOrALES

Production:
GOT FILM

Animation/VFX:
METrOPOLITANA
www.metropolitana.net 

this nike spot, expressing a 
nation’s deep frustration with their 
soccer team’s 44-year record of 
disappointment in international 
matches, takes on a weirdly 
ironic and masochistic edge in 
light of Spain’s huge win over 
Germany in the euro2008. Shot 
over four days during the team’s 
touring schedule, Metropolitana 
lead david Muñoz admits the 
real challenge of capturing the 
torso-typography in camera was 
“to paint their bodies then shoot, 
delete a bit and shoot, and so 
on till all the lettering was gone.” 
post involved a week’s worth of 
Flame to extend the background to 
include a speaker, five players and 
two logos. 
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For Villarrosàs
ad: Michele Salati
Cds: oriol Villar, Fernando Codina
producers: edu Farré, Melanie 
andrada

For Got Film
director: erik Morales

For Metropolitana
Flame: Xavi bertran, ivan iniesta, 
david Muñoz
Graphics: inoquo
Sound/music: boo boos Music

Toolkit
Flame



“DIAMONDS FOr FUTUrES”
TVC :30
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initial body of elements. We locked 
a rough cut, made adjustments 
to the still imagery, and began 
animating frame by frame. the 
biggest challenge was to make the 
animation timing work with the live 
action stop motion rhythm. this 
was a very tricky process requiring 
a lot of trial and error. the last 
week of the project, we fine-tuned 
the animation by adjusting the 
quality of the animated lines, their 
texture, and the compositing to 
live action. We wanted to achieve 
some smudgy moments and in 
general make it feel as though the 
drawing was actually being applied 
to the skin.”

For Diamond Empowerment 
Fund
exec director: ellen haddigan
director: Sally Morrison

For jWT New York
Co-president/CCo: ty Montague
eCds: Walt Connelly, Kash Sree
Cd: rob omodiagbe
Copy: bee reynolds
producers: Scott Chinn,  
Jennifer Mastrorilli

For Blacklist
ep: adina Sales
producers: o’hara tudor,  
rich rama
prod coordinator: alexander Unick

For Waytion
director: Martin burström
producer: erik Gullstrand
Gaffer: Fredrik Wenzel
pa: turtle rydelius
Stylist: Sara nordlöf
Makeup: Maria
Music: Sound Lounge

Client:
DIAMOND EMPOWErMENT 
FUND

Agency: 
jWT NEW YOrk

Director:
MArTIN BUrSTröM

Production:
BLACkLIST

Animation/VFX:
WAYTION
www.waytion.com 

the diamond empowerment 
Fund™ (DEF) is a non-profit 
international organization 
raising money to support 
education initiatives that develop 
and empower economically 
disadvantaged people in african 
nations where diamonds are a 
natural resource. Waytion: “our 
main goal was to create a spot 
that feels as non-overproduced as 
possible. ideally, the viewer should 
be convinced actual drawings 
were made in camera. after 
much debate on methodology we 
decided to make the whole piece 
in stop motion. We shot live action 
with a still camera to create our 



HEAD & SHOULDErS 
“INTErVIEW”, “UNDErWEAr 
MODEL”
TVCs :45 x 2

Client:
PrOCTEr & GAMBLE

Agency:
SAATCHI & SAATCHI  
NEW YOrk

Directors:
TIMO SCHäDEL,  
NIkO TzIOPANOS

Production:
SEHSUCHT 

Animation:
SEHSUCHT 
www.sehsucht.de

Kristina neurohr of Sehsucht says 
the challenge for the hamburg 
studio on these dandruff-driven 
narratives was staying true to 
the minimalist idea proposed by 
Saatchi & Saatchi new York. “our 
first thought was to keep it simple, 
no storytelling motion graphics, 
just little pieces of dandruff who kill 
the ‘positive’ part of the story. First 
the agency had a little bit more in 
mind, so we went on a journey of 
typographically animated stories. 
but in the end we all knew that our 
first thought (and the agency’s) 
was right.” Schedule: two weeks.
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For Saatchi & Saatchi New York
eCd: tony Granger
Cd: Kerry Keenan
ads: Michael Schachtner,  
Menno Kluin
Copy: Julia neumann,  
Scott Cooney
producer: Michelle Strank

For Sehsucht
ep: andreas Lampe
producer: Kristina neurohr
directors: timo Schädel,  
niko tziopanos
animation: Martin hess,  
Christian heyde

Music: Supreme Music, beatsucht
Composition: Maximilian 
olowinsky, Felix Müller, Florian 
Lakenmacher

Toolkit
after effects



NSPCC “HANDS”
Short film

Agency:
SAATCHI & SAATCHI

Director:
CArOLINA MELIS

Animation:
NEXUS PrODUCTIONS
www.nexusproductions.com

part of an extensive europe-wide 
campaign to discourage the hitting 
of children commissioned by the 
Council of europe and launched 
in Croatia in the summer of 2008. 
director Carolina Melis: “the idea 
was to approach the subject of 
anti-smacking from a positive 
angle encouraging viewers to 
consider the greatness of hands 
and to show, metaphorically, how 
great hands - therefore parents - 
support, nurse and play with their 
child. i was very pleased to be 
asked to work on this campaign 
and i really hope my contribution 
will help in supporting the cause.”

For Saatchi & Saatchi
Creative team: rick dodds,  
Steve howell
producer: toby Clifton, Lexy Stingl
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For Nexus Productions
director: Carolina Melis
eps: Christopher o’reilly, 
Charlotte bavasso
producer: Melody Sylvester
pM: nathalie Le berre
animation: Stuart doig, antoine 
bourruel, nicolas domerego,  
Mina Mileva, Kwok Fung Lam
Compositing: Fletch Moules,  
paul roberts
Music: brains & hunch



For ¿MMH? 
Cds: axel Consigliere,  
Jairo Gudiño
producer: Glerryc Vargas
ad: Maria Fernanda russa

For Dancing Diablo
directors: beatriz helena ramos, 
Yehudit Mam
dop: Gonzalo amat
producer: Joellyn Marlow
Line producer: adriana angarita
editor: beatriz helena ramos
director of animation: beatriz 
helena ramos
design/model fabrication:  
beatriz helena ramos 
Stop motion: beatriz helena 
ramos
after effects/post:  
Jose antonio ojea
Stop motion closing:  
alyna izquierdo

Toolkit
after effects, Final Cut pro,  
Frame thief

COCA COLA LATIN AMErICA
TVCs x 3 :20

Agency:
¿MMH?

Directors:
BEATrIz HELENA rAMOS, 
YEHUDIT MAM

Production:
DANCING DIABLO

Animation:
DANCING DIABLO
www.dancingdiablo.com

beatriz helena ramos, founder/
Cd dancing diablo on bringing 
four coke spots to life for the 
Venezuelan airwaves: “the 
main creative challenge of the 
project was to come up with an 
unexpected way of presenting 
the graphics from the print 
campaign. instead of going for 
the logical solution of motion 
graphics, we proposed to imitate 
motion graphics in real life. We 
fabricated structures and models 
that resemble motion graphics 
using objects from the hardware 
store and the supermarket. then 
we brought them to life in stop 
motion.” Schedule: six weeks from 
boards to delivery. 
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COkE zErO 
TVCs x 3

Agency: 
j WALTEr THOMPSON, 
BUENOS AIrES

Director: 
rODOLFO PATrOCINIO

Animation: 
DIGITAL 21

www.digital21.com.br

Coke Zero spots are having a 
rough year. First buck’s unseen 
opus for the calorie-wise soft drink 
was put under lock and key and 
then againstallodds’ fabulous 3d 
tongue and eyeball campaign 
was hushed up and left to die. 
Well, finally some of the edginess 
of the brand direction has made 
it to air unfettered in the form of 
these three spots from brazilian 
studio digital 21. debora Garcia, 
client relations at digital 21, says 
the brief was, “nonsense and no 
logic, but it should also have the 
Coke Zero spirit and dynamic.” 
Schedule: one month.
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For j Walter Thompson
President/Buenos Aires office: 
James evans
Creative leader/buenos aires 
office: Leandro Raposo

For Digital 21
director: rodolfo patrocinio
Client relations: debora Garcia

Toolkit
Flame, Flint



“DIrk BrEAkA”
Short film

Client:
NICkELODEON

Director:
rENMOTION

Animation/VFX:
rENMOTION
www.renmotion.com

Suren perera of Melbourne-based 
renmotion: “the brief was very 
open, essentially nick australia 
was looking to commission 
animation concepts for its after-
school programming block called 
Sarvo and let animation producers 
pitch their ideas. the main creative 
challenge was definitely finding 
the right voice actor. We had to go 
through a lot of talent who could 
do funny voices but weren’t very 
convincing actors. or actors that 
sounded too cartoony and one 
dimensional.

“i wasn’t too keen on hiring 
real kids to do the voice, and a 
lot of adults didn’t sound very 
convincing as kids. We were lucky 
to get australian comic Shaun 
Micallef to do the voice of db. he 
is an excellent comic actor and 
adlibbed the dialogue brilliantly. 
We were able to make Shaun’s 
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voice more high pitched and kid 
sounding by pushing his voice in 
a pitch shift plug-in for pro tools 
called pure pitch.

“i wanted to create an animation 
that wasn’t too ‘Flash’ looking, i 
did this by reducing the frame rate 
and creating a natural line wriggle 
to each of the Flash assets to give 
it a bit more of a hand done look.” 
Schedule: four months.

For renmotion
director: Suren perera
Writing/production: Stu Connolly, 
Suren perera
animation: Suren perera
Voice: Shaun Micallef
Music/sound design:  
Yuri Worontschak

Toolkit
Flash, pro tools



“THE LIFE SIzE zOETrOPE”
Short film

Commissioned by:
ANIMATE PrOjECTS

Funded by:
CHANNEL4, ArTS COUNCIL Uk

Director:
MArk SIMON HEWIS

Animation:
MArk SIMON HEWIS
www.marksimonhewis.com

From director Mark Simon hewis: 
“in 2006 i sat on the docks at 
bristol’s harbor Festival and i 
saw the ride. i counted how many 
seconds it took for the ride to do 
one rotation and then i counted the 
spaces for the people to ride on it. 
it seemed to be really really close 
to running on two frames per rider 
- or in animation terms; on 2’s.

“I didn’t want to make a film that 
was purely technical. From the 
outset it was so important to me 
and the producer Katie daniels 
that the audience was honestly 
touched by this one [animated] 
life, then suddenly reminded they 
had watched the entire narrative 
unfold on pieces of paper spinning 
around on a ride filmed in live 
action.
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“No part of the final animation in 
the film has been cheated. The 
film was made using a collection 
of processes which allowed the 
viewer to watch it without needing 
a flashing shutter to make the 
images animate. to do this we 
performed camera tests on ceiling 
fans (that run at about the same 
speed) until we found a shutter 
speed and shooting frame rate 
that almost made it animate with 
persistence of vision. When it 
came to the shoot day we knew 
the exact speed the ride had to 

rotate at. this could be controlled 
by the smallest nut and bolt 
hidden under the wheel itself. We 
all stood around with stopwatches 
comparing the times for each 
turn. We would stop, hit the bolt a 
couple of times, and try again. 

“during the shoot we had no idea 
what the camera was capturing. it 
was a shoot filled with shrugging 
and the ever-so optimistic line ‘i 
think so’. this lack of knowledge 
during the day was quite a 
daunting feeling when you realized 
two thirds of the entire budget was 

going on hiring the ride, camera 
equipment and feeding the people 
brave enough to spend a day on 
the thing.” 

Schedule: 12 months pre-pro, 
seven months post. 

For Animate Projects:
producer: Katie daniels
director/animator:  
Mark Simon Lewis

Toolkit
Flash, after effects, painter, 
photoshop, Final Cut
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“2008 CHANNEL  
FrEDErATOr AWArDS”
Short films

there are a lot of places to 
watch animated shorts online 
but there is only one Channel 
Frederator. Founder Fred Siebert 
(creator of the MtV logo, the 
spaceman award from the 
MtV Music awards and the 
brains behind nickelodeon’s 
Kids Choice awards) says he 
started the company “as a place 
for cartoonists to congregate 
under the idea of creating great 
animations. We’re honored to 
have stayed true to these roots 
and to have been able to highlight 
some of the world’s undiscovered 
diamonds.”

every year Fred and his crew hand 
out awards to the shiniest of those 
diamonds. Stash is very proud to 
provide the setting for six of them.

BAD ASS BUNNY AWArD
“In the Beginning”

 
Director: Choom Lam

BEST FOrEIGN FILM & BEST 
MUSIC VIDEO
“Anfang Anzufangen”

Director: Alex Gellner 

kIWI AWArD
“Sparkle Friends in rock ‘em, 
Sock ‘em”

Director: Muk Puddy

YOUNGEST FILMMAkEr 
AWArD
“Ace & Aqua”

Director: Stephen Levinson

SO CUTE IT HUrTS AWArD
“Bobble & Sqweek”

 
Director: Choom Lam

VANGUArD AWArD
“Internet People”

 
Director: Dan Meth



if you crave hardcore 3d inspiration in all its forms, the  
StaSh 3d aniMation CoLLeCtion is a must-have.
Forty of the world’s most influential and innovative 3D-heavy 
clips strapped together into a riveting 98 minute program 
complete with behind the Scenes extras and a 40-page 
book of stills, tech notes, credits and links for every project.

 Check www.stashmedia.tv/collections/3D  
for a preview and a look inside the book.

Limited edition. Grab yours today.

98 Minutes of 3D Heaven



Inspiration. just the way you want it.

MOTION GrAPHICS, 2-disk set
A sweeping treasury of 60 motion design 
projects guaranteed to inspire. Curator 
Justin Cone calls this collection “as close 
to definitive as I’ve ever seen”.

MUSIC VIDEOS, 2-disk set
Gorge yourself on this 2-hour feast of the 
most innovative music-driven projects 
the planet has ever witnessed.

BEST OF 2007, 2-disk set
The most inspired and spectacular 
commercials, music videos, virals, 
broadcast designs, game cinematics 
and short films of 2007.

COLLECT ALL 3 NEW STASH COLLECTIONS TODAY
Check www.stashmedia.tv for special pricing and local retailers


